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Introduction

Traditionally, local telephone service has been priced by charging

customers a flat rate; that is, after paying a single fee, customers may

call as much or as little as they desire without affecting their bills.

Recently, however, telephone companies have considered, and in some cases

implemented usage sensitive pricing schemes or measured service.

Garfinkel and Linhart (1979) cite several reasons for the recent

attractiveness of local measured service, or LMS. First, deregulation

in the toll and terminal equipment markets has led to increased compe

tition. Revenues from these markets had been used to subsidize local

telephone service. The implementation of LMS would enable local telephone

service to generate revenues and diminish the need for subsidization.

Second, rising energy prices have led to decreased travel, and hence in-

creased telephone usage. Under a flat rate pricing scheme this increased

usage does not generate additional revenues as would be the case under

LMS. Thirdly, as urban areas have become larger, customers have insisted

on local access to larger and larger areas. This service could be provided

by simply increasing the flat rate, but this would make telephone service

too expensive for some customers. Fourth, LMS will promote a more effi-

cient allocation of resources since it will be a step toward bringing

prices more in line with marginal costs. Fifth, inflation has caused

the flat rate to increase, pricing some customers out of local telephone

service. Finally, Garfinkel and Linhart suggest that it is now technologi-

cally possible to monitor local telephone usage at a cost of $S per year

per line, down from $60-$75 per line in 1970.
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Auerbach and Pellechio (1978) and Murphy (1972) take another view

of measure of service options, and suggest that the introduction of optional

classes of measured service is simply another form of price discrimination.

The customer selects the pricing option, and the monopolist is able to

charge different prices to different customer groups without acquiring

any information on their demand curves.

Optional measured service is becoming, and in some cases has become,

a reality. Despite this fact, empirical work on optional classes of local

telephone service has been scarce. Infosino (1977, 1979) has done the

only empirical work to date on optional classes of local telephone service.

His model predicts the percentage of customers choosing each class of

telephone service, but it is purely a mechanical predicting device, not

founded upon economic theory. This paper provides an examination of the

choice of class of local telephone service in a discrete choice framework,

based upon economic theory. This study aims to fill a void in the empiri-

cal work on optional classes of local telephone service.

Measured service experiments have been under way in a number of states

for several years. In one experime1 t authorized bv a state public service

commission, a telephone utility has permitted customers in several locations

to choose whether they wish to be t lIed under the flat rate pricing scheme,

or one of two measured options. T}~e measured options have been designated

low-use measured and standard-use mea ured. The company has collected

usage data on those individuals participating in the experiment. Additional

data on other demographic, economic, and social variables were collected

via questionnaire. This information comprises the data set analyzed herein.

The demand for local measured service options is modeled in a discrete

choice framework. The dependent variable is the choice of class of ser-



vice, either flat, low-use measured or standard-use measured. The choice

is a function of the economic, demographic, and social variables. A nested

logit model of the class of service decision is estimated for two reasons.

The first reason is its ease of computation relative to other methods

which could be used to estimate the model. The second reason is that

it is flexible enough to account for similarity among alternatives. The

low-use and standard-use options are more alike than the flat rate and

either of the two measured options. This similaritv in the choice set

can be easily handled by the nested logit procedure.

The Model

The decision to choose a class of local telephone service can be

modeled in a discrete choice framework. Each customer chooses to be billed

under either a flat rate pricing scheme, or one of the two measured op-

tions. The remainder of this section traces the evolution of the multi-

nomial logit model from random utility maximization. and then the relation

of multinomial logit model to the nested multinomial logit.

Assume that each household possesses an indirect utility function

U which depends on household income M, the price of a composite good P ,
x

and the price parameters reflecting the choice of class of service made

by the household. Each pricing option will be represented by three para-

meters: the access charge P
a

, the usage charge or charge per call Pc'

and A, the usage allowance.

may then be denoted by

The consumer's indirect utility function

u u (p , P , A, M, P ).
a c x
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options offered by the local telephone authority. Each pricing option

i
()1- price vector pL is cn,pcsed of an access charge. a l!Sage charge, and

i (i :i i
a calling all mva nee , thus P =\. P , P , A - ) •

a c
If pi = 0 and the calling

c
i

A is infinite or very large, the traditional flat rate p~icing

1
scheme is produced. If each household is faced with m price vectors

from which to choose, the household should choose the combination of prices

and aJ lowances that permits the most utility to be obtained. Since income

and the prices of other goods dc- not vary across choices, the utility

function above rna" be simplified for the choice process to

u u (p , p , A).
a c

If the caximum utility attainable given price vector pi is denoted by

i
U , the household's task is to choose the maximum maximorum, that is to

select k so that

max
m,

••• , U j,

k
A ) would be the pricing scheme selected.

The utility maximizing model of class of service cheice can be very

easily modified for use empirically. The problem TNill be cast as an

expected utility maximization problem. Let U
ij

represent the perceived

attractiveness of price vector pi to the jth household. Let V
ij

denote

i
the actual attractiveness of price vector p. to the jth household. Since

the perceived attractiveness may not equal the actual attractiveness due

to some lack cf foresight on the part of individuals, a stochastic component

E: •• is introduced to denote the errors between the two. Thus,
1 J
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+ E .. ,
1J

and the perceived attractiveness of each choice is a random variable.

This is the classic random utility model (see Da Ganzo, 1980, or Maddala,

1982, for a discussion). Since random elements have been introduced,

questions about choices must now be answered in terms of probabilities.

In terms of the above, the probability that price vector pk is chosen

by household j is given bv PrCpk) =

"k-l ,j
u .... , ( 1 )

The familiar multinomial logit model may be developed from the above

if some assumptions about U
ij

are made. Recall that U
ij

Assume that the non-stochastic component V
ij

is a linear function of vari-

abIes and parameters so that

x.. ~ Ct' z ..
1 J i J

(2 )

In this representation, X.. is a vector of choice-specific variables wh ch
1J

shall henceforth be called attributes. Attributes, like the expected

bill under each class of service, vary from choice to choice. The vector

of parameters for these attributes, S, does not vary from choice to choice.

In the above, 2.is a vector of individual specific variables such as income,
J

age of head of household, number of telephones, and other variables which

do not vary across choices. They will be henceforth referred to as charac-

teristics. The vector of parameters for these characteristics, Ct., does
1

vary from choice to choice.

is assumed to have an extremeIf additionally, the disturbance term E ..
1J

value distribution whose cumulative distribution function is
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) r -E: .. lF(E: .. = exp l-e 1J,
1 J -

the solution of (1) yields selection probabilities of the familiar logit

form.

then

If P .. denotes the probability that individual J~ makes choice i,
1 J -

P.
exp [vijJ

1j m
L [VkjJ

k=l
exp

where Vij
is defined as (2). If a normalization is applied, the probabili-

ties may be written

P ..
1J

1

exp [v ij J
m-1

L exp
k=l

i= 1, .•• , m-I ( 3 )

probabilities.

and p. = lID, where D is the denominator in the expression above.
1m

The logit model and its extensions are presented by McFadden (1973,

1976, 1978, 1980) and Domencich and McFadden (1974). The parameters of

the logit model presented above can be estimated by the method of maximum

likelihood. The likelihood function is in this case of product of several

If Y.. is a dummy variable taking on the value 1 if the
1.J

jth household makes the ith selection, and zero otherwise, the likelihood

function may be written

L
n

IT PYi·· pYz'
j=l lJJ 2J J P

y ,
fIlJ.

mJ

The probabilities above are of the form given in (3) above. Differentiat-

ing the logarithm of the likelihood function leads to several nonlinear

equations in a' and S.
i

The values of a' and a which maximize the likeli
i
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One of the consequences of using logit analysis is that it lies the

independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA . The odds of making one

choice over another does not depend on the size or composition of the

choice set. As one can easily observe. ratios of probabilities of the

type given by (3) are not influenced bv variables affecting the remaining

probabilities.

Logit mode s typically do not yield reasonable predictions when there

is a large disparity in the degree of similarity between the alternatives.

This may be the case in the price choice decision being analyzed. Each

customer is faced \.Jith choosing between either the familiar, "old" flat

rate, and the two !!ne 1!J" measured options. The newness of the measured

options may, in the perceptions of the consumers, link them together.

They may be vie~..;red as being very similar since they are "new," but both

are very different from the "old" flat rate. This interaction should

be accounted for, but this logit formulation can not handle the problem.

An easy computational method for estimating choice models with similar

alternatives is the nested multinomial logit or NMNL procedure outlined

by McFadden (1978). The estimation of the NMNL models only requires the

repeated use of multinomial logit, and thus NMNL is computationally fea

siblea To apply NMNL to the class of service problem, one must first

examine the choice between the low-use measured option and the standard-use

measured option. These selection probabilities and the implied a's and

8's can be estimated using multinomial logit which has been outlined

previously.
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To illustrate how the NMNL procedure accounts for the similarity

between the two measured options, one may develop the NMNL procedure from

the MNL models previously discussed. Let VI denote the linear combination

of variables and parameters affecting the probability of the selection

of the flat rate, the let V~. and V2~L denote the corresponding linear
.:...1

combinations for the selection of the low-use measured option and the

standard-use measured option, respectively. If the MNL procedure were

used to estimate the selection probabilities, they would have the familiar

form

Pr(Flat rate)
exp V

1
]

exp VI] ~ pxp~V : ~ exp[V
22

J
~ L 21-' (4)

in the case of the flat rate, for example. The NMNL procedure attempts

to take account of the similarity in the two measured options by combining

their impact into a single new variable called the inclusive value. This

inclusive value may be denoted by I and defined

I log(exp V
21

+ exp[V
22

). ( 5 )

The inclusive value depends on parameters that must be estimated, namely

the a's and SIS in V
21

and V
22

. These parameters may be estimated using

MNL, and only information on the customers who choose measured service.

The probabilities in this first stage of estimation may be written

Pr(Low-useiMeasured)
exp[V

21
]

IV 1 l- iH 1eXPL 21-J - eXPl v 22 .J

The probability is a conditional probability because the estimation is

performed for only those individuals choosing measured service. After

the parameters have been estimated using only information on those individ-
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uals who choose measured service, the inclusive value may be generated

for all individuals, even those who selected the flat rate. Thus ~ the

inclusive value is included as a variable in the second stage, and by

substituting (5) into (4) an algebraically equivalent expression is

Pr(Flat rate)
exp[V

1 ( 6 )

In order to allow the measured branch to be discounted, the inclusive

value is assigned a coefficient of 1-0 in the second stage. The above

expression becomes

Pr(Flat rate)
e xp V ~ :

1 -

or, in the form in which the estimation is performed

Pr(flat rate)
exp[V

1
- (l-o)IJ

expiv - (1-0)11 l'- ~ 1 -

( 7 )

The value of a allows the contributions of the measured options to be

discounted if customers do not view them as separate choices. For example,

the two polar cases are 0=0 and 0=1.

sion becomes

Pr(Flat rate)

If 0=1 for instance, the above expres-

r Iexp,_V1J

This is exactly the form the probabilities would take in a two choice

HNL mode 1 • In this case the two measured options have been "fully" dis-

counted in the sense that consumers are either choosing flat or measured,

and have been unable to discriminate between the two measured options.

At the other extreme 0=0 implying that consumers view the measured options

distinctly. In this case equation (7) becomes
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exp[V1J
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which is actually equation (4). Customers view the measured options dis-

tinctly so that no discounting occurs and MNL models could be justified.

The coefficient of the inclusive value, 1-0, is an index of the simi-

larity between the low-use measured service option and the standard measured

service option. As 1-0 increases, or a gets smaller, the options are

viewed as being less similar. As a increases, or 1-0 gets small, the

choices are being viewed households much less distinctly.

The NMNL formulation allows the class of service choice problem to

be analyzed in a decision tree framework. There are many reasons why

it is appropriate to estimate such a model here. First, the NMNL procedure

is computationally easy, involving only repeated application of the MNL

estimation procedure outlined previously. McFadden argues that numerical

experiments indicate that NMNL models give nearly identical fits as HEBA

models which allow the use of a decision tree framework. McFadden (1978)

has shown that if the coefficient of the inclusive value lies between

o and 1, the NMNL is consistent with random utility maximization, making

it again well founded theoreticailly.

Additionally, it will be very useful to examine the magnitude of

0, the approximate correlation
2

between the two measured options. This

coefficient will give an indication as to how customers view these options,

which may provide information on whether or not measured service has been

successfully marketed. If the coefficient indicates that the choices

are viewed as being quite similar, perhaps measured service is not well

understood by the public, at least not to a degree which permits discrimi-
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nation of different measured options. Furthermore, the NMNL approach

will permit concentration on the measured/flat decision which is of primary

importance for predicting revenues. Bills do not differ as much between

measured options as they do between either measured option and the flat

rate. Thus, revenues will be much more greatly affected by the mea

sured/flat decision. It is apparent that the NMNL has much to commend

it as the technique used to evaluate the class of service decision.

RESULTS

The estimated coefficients in the low-use measured versus standard-use

measured decision are presented in column one of Table 1. The logarithm

of the odds of choosing low-use measured over standard-use measured may

be interpreted as a linear function of these variables. A positive sign

on a coefficient indicates that an increase in the corresponding variable

will lead to an increase in the likelihood that the customer subscribes

to the low-use option. A negative sign on a coefficient implies the oppo

site. Each variable will be discu sed in turn.

The first estimated coefficie t is that of the estimated bill. The

estimated bill was determined by using the customer's perceptions of his

average number of calls per day, and his average call length. These num

bers were then used to construct an approximate bill under each of the

three pricing schemes. The estimated bill was used to represent customer

perceptions of each option, or the relative attractiveness of each option

to a customer. In a sense the idea of using the customer's perceived

calling patterns rather than actual calling patterns may make this variable

a more useful measure. Several studies have found that customers do not

tend to be very accurate in their estimation of their calling frequency.



TABLE 1

RESULTS OF THE NESTED LOGIT ESTIMATION

EQUATION

VARIABLE

Estimated bill
(low-standard in equation
and flat-standard in equa
tion 1)

Intercept

Number of years in present
home

Number of telephones

Estimated average
length of call

Dummy variable = 1
if person feels he/she
is low call e r

Dummy variable = 1
if some social activity
by household member

Age of household head

Dummy variable = 1
if person is professional
or technical worker

Dummy variable = 1
if person is manager,
official, or proprietor

LOW-USE VS.
STANDARD USE

-0.822
(0.242)*

0.078
(0.758)

0.185
(0.058)

-0.058
(0.045)

-0,395
(0.397)

O. 133
(0.092)

0.202
(0.467)

FLAT V5.
MEASURED

-0.006
(0.012)
[O.012J-ld-

-2.286
(0.683)
[0.799J

0.201
(0.050)
[0.067J

0.880
(0.217)
[0.220J

0.032
(0.036)
[0.042J

-0.818
(0.326)
[0.364

0 .. 056
(0 .. 085)
[0.112J

0 .. 067
(0.379)
[0.472J

0.624
(0.421 )
[0.587J



TABLE 1

CONTINUED

EQUATION

VARIABLE

Dummy variable = 1
if person is sales or
clerical worker

Dummy variable =
if person is craft
worker or foreman

Dummy variable = 1

if person is semi
ski 11 e d ''':0 r k e r

Dummy variable
if person is service
\..;orker

Income category

Interaction (high)
educational level x
low local calls

Inclusive value

- log likelihood

LOW-USE VS.
STANDARD USE

0.897
(0.574)

1.442
(0.618)

-2.211
(0.923)

-1.338
(0.719)

-0.042
(O.OJ 7)

0.881
(0.380)

106.315

FLAT VS.
MEASURED

0.049
(0.491)
[0.698J

0.869
(0.525)
[0.613J

1. 147
(0.942)
[0.955J

-0.932
(0.645)
[0.693J

-0.022
(0.013)
[0.016J

-0.570
(0.280)
[0.41 ]

131.995

*Figures in parentheses are standard errors.

**Figures in brackets are the adjusted standard errors. For discussion refer

to note 3.



Most customers tend to overestimate their telephone usage. However, as
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far as selecting a pricing structure, the perceived amount of calling

rather than the actual seems to be the appropriate measure.

As a consequence of normalizations required by the estimation, the

variable is actually the difference between the customer's perceived bill

under the low-use measured option, and the perceived bill under the

standard-use measured option. Due to some special problems the estimation

of this coefficient creates, it will be discussed in a later section of

the paper.

The next variable to be discussed is the number of years in the pres-

ent home. This variable has a positive impact on the probability of the

low-use measured option being selected. Although the connection between

calling rates and numbers of years in present home was established in

the previous chapter, the positive sign of this coefficient may not be

a contradiction. For only those customers choosing measured options,

an increase in the number of years in the home may lead to diminished

calling, and thus increase the probability of the selection of the low-use

option. Those customers selecting measured options typically generate

lower calling volumes than customers choosing the flat rate option. Those

customers have, on average, fewer people in the household and fewer tele

phones, and are generally employed in occupations which permit substitution

for local telephone service. In this group an increase in the number

of years in the present home may lead to fewer individuals in the household,

and eventually, fewer calls. Thus, for those households choosing measured

options, an increase in the number of years in the home may decrease calls,

and increase the probability of the selection of the low-use measured

optione
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The estimated average length ot a phone call seems to provide useful

information about the selection of class of service. As is to be expected,

those individuals who believe that their calls are ong are less likely

to choose the lovv-use measured option. The estimated length of call pro-

vides some information as to an individual IS perception of himself as

a caller.

The next variable to be discussed is a dummy variable which has the

value one if a member of the household is engaged in some social activi-

tv. As anticipated, this social activitv may lead to increased telephone

usage, and a decreased probability of chaos ng the low-use option. This

expectation seems reflected

negative sign.

the estimated coeff cient which has a

The next variable is the age of the head of the household. Increases

in this variable are seen to have the effect of increasing the probability

of the low-use option being chosen. For many of the same reasons that

were discussed under the effects of the number of ears in the present

home. the increased age should lea to decreased calls, and an increased

probability of the low-use option being selected.

Before proceeding to the next six variables, a preface may be useful.

The next six variables to be discussed are all dummy variables for various

employment categories. At irst glance their inclusion in a class of

service choice model may not seem justified. This is not the case, how-

ever, because economic theory suggests that the demand function for a

commodity depends on the prices of substitutes, among other things. Tbis

is the case with the demand for local telephone calls. Various occupa

tions, specifically office-type jobs, provide much greater possibilities
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for substituting local calls that normally would be made in the household.

Individuals in occupational categories enjoying the option of free local

telephone service may exercise this option, and subsequently reduce the

number of local calls originating in the household. This implies that

individuals in occupations with business telephones may be more likely

to choose a measured option. Individuals in occupations without access

to business telephone service may be expected to lean toward a flat rate

service, other factors being held equal. This substitution just described

certainly occurs now in the market for long distance calls, which are

frequently made from the office. The evidence about to be presented sug

gests that to a degree the same phenomenon occurs in the market for local

calls.

The first variable to be discussed from the set of occupational dum

mies takes on the value one if the person is a manager, an official, or

a proprietor. As suggested previously, these individuals may be able

to make considerable local calls from .their work sites, and thus need

not call from the home. Such a circumstance permits subscription to the

relatively inexpensive low-use measured option. This is indicated by

the positive sign or the estimated coefficient of this variable.

The next occupational dummy has the value one if the individual is

a sales or clerical worker. Once again due to the possibilities for substi

tution at work, these individuals are more likely to subscribe to the

low-use measured option. The positive sign on the estimated coefficient

reflects the anticipated effect.

The next dummy variable has the value one if the individual is a

craft worker or foreman. At first glance this coefficient should have

a negative sign; however, some occupations in this category are more office
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The Flat Versus Measured Choice

The estimat.ed coefficients in the f Jar versus measured decision are
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-2.322

().117

0.880

0.058

variable pers n reels he/she is 10\,' caller -0.818
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(). 1 ,S
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Dummv variable
,-,iorker
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Dummy variable

Dummy variable
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Income categ ry

person is manager, official, or
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if person is crdtt '.'iorkl'[ r LJrcman
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if person is service worker
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-u.
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The odds in favor of choosing the

flat rate are then

Pr(Flat rate)
I-pr(Flat rate)

The natural logarithm of the odds is thus

log Codds) VI - (1-0)1.

The above expression may be differentiated with respect to the characteris-

tics Z. to yield
J

alog(odds)
az.

J

- \I '0
,d '21 22

,::, x P' V ' E:: X p I VoaV
1

~ ~ 21 Jaz. L 2L ;z.
- (1 - 0 ) ~_-...,;-,J"--__-."-_-...,,,.__--:..J ,

~dZ ~Ypi\r ~ 0Xp!. \1
22~j ,..• '21 '--

but V
22

= 0 due to a normalization necessary in order to identify the

parameters. Thus, the above can be written
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J
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in the flat versus measured column of Table 1, and

\vhe re represents the estimated coefficient of 50me characteristic

the estimated

coefficient of the same characteristic, if one exists, presented in the

low-use versus standard-use column of Table 1. The results of these calcu-

lations are given in Table 2. With this knowledge the impacts of the

explanatory variables can be discussed.

The first variable is the difference between the bill under the flat

rate option and the standard-use measured option. As suggested previousl

this coefficient will be discussed in a later section.

The next variable to be examined s the number of years in the present

home. The coefficient at this variable is significant, and adjusted coeffi-

cient indicates a positive effect on the likelihood of choosing the flat

rate, which is the expected direction of influence. The longer a familv

remains in one location, the more interaction occurs between the famil

and the neighborhood. This interacLion is both social and business re-

lated. Households remaining in areas longer have more people to call,

and thus for those households a greater advantage results from subscribing

to the flat rate.

The number of telephones in a household seems LO exert a significant

positive influence on the probability of the flat rate being chosen.

This direction of impact seems correct, and may be substantiated by either

of U'JO arguments, both of INhich suggest that larger numbers of telephones

are related to larger numbers of calls. Originally, all customers partici-

pating in the study were subscribing to flat rate service. Consider a
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The next variable included via the inclusive \'dlue is a dummy

jy

r" i a b I

which equals one if some hous a d member 1S invol'.-edin 50me social ac::tivi-

ty such as lub r ell reh groups. i 1"1 0 C' j a 1 act i i Lit.? S

probability increases telephone use. Increased t21cphc\ne sagE ShOll d

lead to an increased likelihood of choosi the tlat rate.

is borne out bv the positive sign 0

variable.

the adjusted coefficient for this

The next variable LO b, ~.e examine is the a gf~ the household head.

The estimated coefficient is p ti\7e. but not signiticant. arid the acl-

justed co It c nt is negat \e. act of this va iable

cannot be ascertain d. :\s age inc ases, more social contacts are made

the re suggest " they should make more calls increasing the probability

of cboosing t e lat rate. Ho,;,'ever. as pre ous I y suggested, the 'work

of Brandon and Mahan indicates that th elderly mak~ fewer calls, which

thus increas 5 the probab lity their choosing a asured option. The

rt::sul of the analysis of the data from th 5 exper menl at-e nc onc 1u i ve .

The rirs[ coefficient estimated for the group employment dummies

LS that for the "professional or tt~chnical h'orker group.II Included in

this category are occupations ke engineer, scientist, doctor, teacher,

and clergy. These occupations are office oriented. and thus one mi t

expect the estimated coefficient to be negative.

not significant, as is the adjusted oeff cient.

i s pos t i ve , a tho

c. not pas s ib 1e to

determine the frequencies with which various occup ti ns are present in

the group. The possibiJ iefes for substituting loca calls is not the

same for all occupations ,-Jithin a group, and the results could have been

influenced by a disproportionate representation of some occupation with

relatively little office substitution possibilities.



Another possible explanation of this empJoymer':l group result ITIay

lie in the tact thal the opportunity cost of call ing froITl the office ITlay

be verv large tor some occupations. for example. awvers and doctors

certainlv have telephones available for use during their workdays. but

the cost of their use in terms of foregone earnings may be too large.

This certainly does not preclude the use of secretaries bv doctors and

lawyers for some local calls. however some calls ITlav be of a type that

must be made by the doctor or lawyer--cal ing one's spouse. for example.

The cornposit on of the employment category and the foregone earnings may

account for the estimated coe ficient.

The next occupational varia Ie is tor the "manager, officia

or proprietor" group. Included in this category are occupations like

executives, store managers, farm owner or manager, postmaster, and other

supervisory personnel. The positive sign for this coefficient is unex-

peeted, but this category may include many. . self-employed eople \",/hose

residential and commercial tele use may be combined to a ree.

This could account for the fact that workers in this category had a greater

tendency to select the flat rate.

The next category to be examined is that of "sales or clerical work-

ers." Included in this category are secretaries, bookkeepers, bank tel1-

ers, cashiers, postal workers, telephone operators. and sales people.

One might expect that this group has some possibility for substituting

local calls at the worksite. This tendency is reflec ed in the negative

adjusted coefficient for this variable.

The next coefficient estimated for the group of employment dummies

is t.hat of the "craft. ~Norker or foreman" group. Included in this employ-



ment group are carpenters, plumbers, engcavers, line installers and repa r-

ers. radio and TV repairers. machanics. bakers, upholsterers, and other

. . 1 .SImI ar occupatIons. ~lost or lhe occupations j isted above a-ce not.. oItic

oriented. and thus do not present possibilities for the substitut on 0

local calls. The tact that the bulk of local calls must originate in

the hosehold is reflected in the positive sign of the adjusted coefficient

of the I'craft \·Jorker or foreman" employment dummy.

The next employment category is th "semi-ski lIed I-JOrkerf' group.

Occupations like deliveryman, brakeman, factory worker. \velder, parking

attendant. textile weaver, mineworker. and others are included In this

group. These occupations are also in general not office oriented, and

thus customers in these occupations may have larger home calling burdens.

These large home calling burdens should be reflected an increased proba-

bility of choosing the flat rate. This hypothesis is again substantiated

by :.he posit ve sign of the adjusted coefficient 0 this ncome group.

The final emp oyment used is for individuals in the "service-

worker" category. Included in this group are barbers, police officers,

practical nurses, airline fli t attendants, janitors, cooks, housekeepers,

and others. The adjusted coefficient of this variable is negative. The

negative sign may be justified because many of these occupations provide

opportunities for free local telephone use. Those individuals using

business phones for personal call

at the measured options.

may be able to save by choosing one

The next coefficient is that of income category.

cient is negative, and so is the adjusted coefficient.

The estimated coet i-

It seems that

over the range of incomes in the sample, increase in income primarily

affect measured users. Additional income causes these individuals to
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predispose onE toward either thE measured options. This is equivalent

to sa\/lng that membership in the grcu~ 5 uld decrease the probability

of the lat rate being sele te Thj -l 5 a g 2 ; L e \,:- i e n I n the negative

Sign of the u usted coeft cic est i,ITiaLe,.

.5 t at of the inclusive value •

The value of the eslima e cr2tficie +- . 370 correspond to a value

at E: q a 1 to .430. which app~oximate v measures the correlat on between

the measured op ons. l~h S \73 ue r ide much seful intormation.

First. the tact that th unit in erval indicates that

12 5 tt: d mod S fTla t dis C sst lit h ranGom tilitv maximization.

and t us firm] theoret all aseCl. ct that the corre alion

i c; large ndicates that c st rs re not ea i discriminating the two

measured options, and that customer if- the optio as beiT"ig very irni-

1a r. The inabil ity 01 the ellS omers to disLns~uish LfJ measured opt ons

can be explained i seve ra 1 l,,,;a :=:,. ThE'. measured L 5 rna noL have been

succ ssfully marketed lie, due. StJtt cierlt fort

b the rnarketing department 0 the te (=:ph ne compan\. or it rna be simp1

t h (1 t the pub lie tin d 5 me' a sur e service i t r i u I t tct to comprehend.

The impact 01 the rnarketin;2 of mea ur d Stevie r its ae eptanc

rate lTiay nol be a:-J large as the effEct or the ExpenSE of the flat rate.

In the data analyzed herein the flat rate remained at its previous, rela-



ivel\ !lJ\\'. level Thus, the cost ot not unc1.:=rstanciin,g c:'t'asure service.

o r thE r- 1a t rat e p ric e, was rea 1 I \ nove r \ S rea t . It see 5 10:2: d that.

en t <c tlae rat is ncrea~; . the c 2crst.a II::!: :~:easurecl
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measured options. After t),:c tlat rate IS increased. lh price ncentive

to investigate measured service will ha e been establishe The perceived

similaritv of the measured options should diminish under the condition

of increasing flat rates.

For purposes of comparison. the results of the 2-choice logit estima-

tion are given in Table 3. The Estimation of this case rna be terpreted

as an estimation at the nested logit model in which the correlation between

the two measured service options is perfect, that :s 1 • ?\oLice hcyw

consistentl Table J corresponds to Table 2. This occurs ecause of the

hi ree of simi lari ly bf:u-.reen the U.JO measured c'ot ons. and 5 in

fact urther ev dence support ng the contention thaL these choices are

highly correlated.

The Effect at Increasing the Flat Rate

It s 1 kelv that local telephone compan es wil ncrt::ase the flat

rate when mea ured service is implemented tor genera res ent al use.

In this section some predictions based on the results in e fir t U-JO

sections ',-.rill be made cone rning Lh impact of this inc rea e or the 5ub-

script on or "take ratc,;' of flat rate pri g. 011 h, 5 SC c

a nan a y sis 0 t e U 5 t 0 TTl eJ dec i s ion st) a sed 0 nthe bra k poi n _J

present d.

I 1 bE'

The coeffici nl of the estimated bil 5 critical in termining

what effect an increase in the flal rate wi! have on the number of custom-



TABLE 3

RESULTS OF THE 2-CHOICE LOGIT ESTI~1ATION (o:::cl)

V/\RIABLE

Estimated bill

Intercept

Number of years in present home

Number of telephones

Est i rna ted a ve rage 1eli g tho f cal 1

FLAT VS. MEASURED

-0. 02 2~':

(0.012)

-2.462
(0.681 )

O. 134
(0.039)

0.837
(0.216)

0.037
(0.033)

Dummv variable
caller

1 if person feels he/she is low -1 .000
(0.297)

Age of household head 0.002
(0.079)

Dummy variable
technical worker

Dummy variable
or proprietor

Dummy variable
h'orker

Dummv variable
ioreman

Dummy variable
\•.70 r k e r

Dummy variable

- log likelihood

if person is professional or

if person is manager, official,

if person is sales or clerical

1 if person is craft worker or

1 if rerson is semi-skilled

if person is service worker

0.051
(0.376)

0.364
(0. 9b)

-0.4Ql
(0.411)

1 .460
(0.458)

0.949
(0.917)

-0.095
(0.641)

-0.010
(0.012)

132.007

'-Fi'c~ure5 in parf>ntheses 1f\' standard errors.



ers choosing an option. As was noted earlier, t ere is a single estimated

coefficient for each attribute, thus there should be a single estimate

of the coetti IE of the estimated bill. '1'h i 5 s no t L e cas e . The

nested logit procedure yields multiple estimates of the coefficients ot

attributes. The "estimated bill" coefficient i;, the first stage, or 8
1

,

was -0.822. The second stao-e
C) estimate was Bn = -0.006.

i
These estiamtes

must be resolved if the model is to be used for prediction.

The solution employed herein is to combine the thTO estimates S, and
Ji.

8
2

into a single estimate S by finding the variance-minimizing linear

combination 0 B A linear combination is chosen so that the

estimator B will De onsiste L.

mate S, so that,

Thus, the task is to choose a new esti-

The variance of B is then

var(B)

\R'-' 1

? ?, - R-
f\ >-' 1 -.-

where
2°1 is the 'Jariance of 8

1
, the variance of e

l
, and 01 (.] is

Ji.L

covariance between B
1

and 8
2

, Minimization of the expression leads

to a solution for \ in
2

terms of °1 ,
2

G 2' Application of this

procedure implies that 8 = -0.013.

In order to assess the impact of increases in the f at rate one must

examine the derivative of the probability of choosing the flat rate with

respect to the price of the flat rate.

shown

Previous y, the following was

ap ..
__l_J
ax.

1

SP .. (1-P . . ).
1 J 1 J
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the probabili-

-0.002.sample.

.85 toith Pabove expl-ession 1S e\"aluated

selecting the flat rate trom the ent re

If the

t \' of

reflect
ap ..
---.2:.l
ax.

1

This result indicates that.. aL least tor some range around the current

flat rate price, changes in the flat rate h ve a egligible effect on

the number of subscribers.

Further evidence of this lack or sensitivitv c\f the "take rate" to

price of flat service is found in Figure 1. This graph illustrates bill-

minimizing behavior in terms of number of calls where each call is of

length three minutes. Survey resu ts indicate that the average number

of monthlY calls bv households subscribing to the flat rate is in the

vicinity of 175 calls per monLh. As Figure illustrates, at this number

of calls the flat rate would have to increase nearly 100% to make its

price comparable to the bill under eIther of the measured options. Thus,

it seems clear that increases in the flat rate would have to be very large

to affect behavior at the typical 175 call level. Of course it is also

possible that customers mi t elect to switch to measured service and

"repress" or cut dO'vJn their usage in order to avoid large bi 11 sunder

the flat rate pricing scheme. As Figure 1 suggests, the current flat

rate expenditure on either measured option would only purchase about 75

calls each month, less than half the number of calls usually made flat

rate subscribers. This represents a great compromise in the number of

local calls made each month. The truth may 1 ie somewhere between these

scenarios. The empirical results suggest that the flat "take rate" will

not be influenced by price increases of a moderate type. Increases of

50% in flat rate price, normally a large increase, probably will not affect
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Figure 1. Bill as a Function of the Number of 3-:tinute Calls.
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the "take rate." The empirical results and the analysis of the bill

minimizing customer behavior both suggest that this insensitivity is the

case.

Selected ElasLicity Estimates

Table 4 gives some selected elasticities calculated at the means

of the variables. These elasticities reflect the impact a 1 change in

each variable would have on the proportion of customers subscribing to

the flat rate option. The table is based prirnaril on variables that

were of special importance or highly significant. These results suggest

that the number of telephones in the household greatly increases the flat

rate subscription. It is also apparent that the length of time one spends

in a neighborhood increases the probability of choosing flat rate. Thus,

one might expect flat rate subscription to be high in older neighborhoods.

Another obvious result is the striking similarity between the elasticities

estimated by NMNL and the 2-choice logit method. This is consistent with

the presumption that the measured options are similar, and could be pooled

into a single measured category with little loss of information.

Conclusions

The implementation of measured service at some time in the near future

is certain. There are several reasons why measured service looks like

the trend of the future in the pricing of local telephone calls.

Regulatory changes occurring in the telecommunications industry

included competition in the toll market, which has reduced revenues from

which local service had previously been subsidized. The loss or reduction

of market power in the toll and terminal equipment markets will lessen

subsidies available for local service. Local service could be salvaged



TABLE 4

SELECTED ELAST1C TY ESTlt-1ATES C.~LCUL\TE :\T Ttl ~lf-:AI\:S

EST Pl:\T 1 O:~ ~lETHOD

VARIABLE

Estimated bill

Number of years in pres ~t home

Number of telephones

-0.021

0.098

0.226

2-CHOICE t-l~~L

-0.035

O. 113

0.215

he/she is Ie'"" caller
variable

Income cate ory

1 if P rson feels
-·U.071

-o.oo!

-0.087

-0.03 4 :'~

*The e elasticities were calculated using coefficie ts ~hose t-ratios were

less than onc in absolute v21ue.



by simply increasing the flat rate. but this hTould price some customers

out of the market for a telephone. Since universal service at reasonable

prices is one of the goals ()f the telephone industry. this solution is

not satisfactory.

LMS could be used, in the absence of subsidies from the toll and

terminal equipment markets, to provide low cost local telephone service.

By offering low access charges, LMS stil provides service at a low connec-

tion fee. thereby still permitting the attainment of a universal service

ooa I.
b

charging separately for usage, LMS will bring customers' bills

more in line ith the costs they ose on the system. Customers who

make excess ve numbers of local calls would, under LMS, have large bills.

Infrequent callers would have low monthly bills. This would eliminate

the subsidy rom low callers to high callers which occurs under a flat-rate

pricing scheme. LMS could solve the revenue problem caused by the subsidy

loss without making telephone service too expensive tor some to afford.

Rising energy prices have made the telephone more prominent in house-

hold search activities. This has led to increased telephone traffic,

but under flat rate pricing no additional revenues are generated. LMS

would cause additional traffic to generate additional revenues.

In addition, increased urbanization has increased the demand for

local calls, but no increases in revenues occur under flat rate pricing

schemes. LMS provides a solution to this problem.

Finally, LMS has now become practical because the costs of monitoring

a line have dropped to only $5 per line per year.

has made LMS a possibility that can be explored.

Increased technology



Murphy (1977) provides a different perspective of the implementation

of LMS options. He argues that the provision of LMS options is actually

a form of price discrimination. It is well known that a monopolist could

perfectly price discriminate it enou information on individual demands

was available and arbitrage was expensive. In the case of loca I te lephone

service, arbitrage would be relatively expensive, and the collection of

information on individual demands would be very costly. IIo~,veve r, the

provision of LMS options then provides an explicit metering system tor

local calls. The consumers essentially identify themselves. This metering

system also provides a he against shift in Lhe demand for local calls

in the future. Proper selection of these LMS opt ons wou d p rmit a discri-

minating monopolist to increase profits without gathering dat on in ividual

demands. Thus, LMS opti s may prese ted tC) fi the gap when present

cross subsidies are eliminated.

In all likelihood, LMS will soon become a reality, but the absence

of empirical research creates uncertainty about implementation of LMS

options. This research provided some insight into what customer groups

preferred measured service. One of the strongest empirical results was

that LMS appealed to well-educated low callers. Due to the pricing sche-

dules presented in the measured options, low callers nearly always chose

LMS because they could reduce their bills. The well-educated group is

composed of individuals who are able to understand the more complex LMS

price schemes. Because of the pricing options offered, only low callers

switched to LMS in order to reduce their bills.

Another finding of this study is the perceived similarity between

the low-use measured option, and the standard use measured option. The

approximate correlation coefficient beU"reen the two was .43. In light



of the pricing schedules offered, this is really no surprise. Based on

29

the number and duration of calls custome s believed they made each munth,

the average bills for the area ,,Jere as fol10\,,;s: low-use, $20.73; standard-

use, $20.29; and flat rate, $lC.65. The difference between the low-use

and standard-use b lIs was only 44 cents. In etddition to not differing

nJl!f!etari ly, the measured options ~Nere both nei,i, and presen ed very simi lcr

pl-i c ing schemes. The similarity of the measured opcions was certain]

enhanced by the lo~ charge under the flat ra e. If the flat rate were

substantially increased, customers would ca efully examine LMS options

in order t avoid large bi lIs. This careful exan,;nation would lead tc

increased discrin:i_nation bet':.;.]€' n the t'NO measured options. Thts, the

hi similarity is probably o~ly a manifestation t the ex[- riment dc:~ign.

Mitchell and Park (1981) note that substitution of local calls from

hemes to businesses may result froD optional measured service. Trese

new results presented here suggest that customers whu have telephones

available at their worksites do select measured service, and shift some

calls to the worksite, thereby reducing their bills. ThlS tendency is

reflected in the estimated coefficients of some of the occupational category

dunmy variables. It is not possible to assess the amuunt of traffic that

might be switched to businesses based on the results of this research.

The matter should be explored further.
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